And the awards go to…

When Dry Is Good: An Engineer’s Quest to Empower Bulgarian Farmers

This simple technological solution to a common problem faced by small farmers in Bulgaria may be timelier than ever.

Innovation Academy 2020 Edition: The Best Ideas Come in Pocket Size

A DIY robot kit, a health app, miniature bouquets, healthy snacks, and soap pellets are the winning projects in the competition.

Discover Vratsa’s Three Ps: Past, People, Potential

Stunning nature, the remains of Europe’s oldest woman, a museum dedicated to Bulgaria’s “Henry Ford,” or some of the most interesting caves and rock formations in the world. Although Vratsa offers plenty to see and do, its people are the region’s greatest asset. Open Vratsa to discover that asset!

In focus

The Age of the Avatar Is Here & It’s Keeping Youth in Bulgaria

Gaming is a fast-growing industry attracting some of the best creative talent. Now you can pursue a gaming career in Bulgaria!

Youth Journalism in the Time of Pandemic: Mission Successful

An online newsroom challenge attracted 23 high school students from across Bulgaria. The resulting work is worth your time!

A Teen Innovator Is a Teenovator. Now Watch Them Go!

In Teenovator, teens learn to solve problems creatively and build skills and knowledge to prepare them for entrepreneurship.

The Future of Bulgarian Science Starts Here.

Make an Appointment

ScienceUp connects job seekers and companies and offers career guidance to life sciences students at Sofia University and beyond.

Spread the good

(Please share our content with your friends if you like it. Thank you!)